
                                                                   
Approved Minutes 

Meeting of the 
AC TRANSIT RETIREMENT BOARD 

October 11, 2018 
 

 
ROLL CALL 
 
Chair Jeff Lewis called the meeting to order at approximately 9:03 a.m. 
 
Members Present:  Chair Jeffrey Lewis, Vice Chair Yvonne Williams, Claudia Allen, Joyce Willis, 
Davis Riemer 
Absent at Roll Call:  None 
Members Absent:  None 
 
Also Present: Hugo Wildmann, Retirement System Manager; Russell Richeda, Legal Counsel; Bertina 
Ng, Retirement System Analyst; Curtis Lim, Retirement System Temporary Employee; Thuie Tran, 
Retirement System Staff; Carolyn Smith, NEPC; H. E. Christian Peeples, District Board Liaison 
 
PUBLIC COMMENTS  
 
None 
 
CONSENT CALENDAR  
 
A. Approval of Minutes for the September 17th Meeting 

B. Approval of Financials for June 2018 

C. Approval of Invoices for $102,951.28 

D. Approval of Retirements for August/September/October/November 2018:  

1. Daniel Carmell (August, Term Vested) 
2. Paul Jacobson (August, Term Vested) 
3. Edilberto Reynoso (September) 
4. Cedric Roberts (September, Term Vested) 
5. Cecilia Grant (October) 
6. Jacqueline Campbell (October, Term Vested) 
7. Denise Gales (October, Pre-Retirement Death Benefit) 
8. Darrell Smith Sr. (November) 

 
MOTION:  RIEMER/ALLEN to approve consent calendar except D.3. (5-0-0-0) 

 
The Board recognized Edilberto Reynoso for 38 years of service. 

 
MOTION: WILLIAMS/ALLEN to approve Edilberto Reynoso effective 9/1/18 with the caveat that 
his benefit would be increased if he provides sufficient proof of the settlement pertaining to Hispanic 
employees he mentioned on several occasions. (5-0-0-0) 

 
Ayes:  Chair Lewis, Vice Chair Williams, Members Allen, Riemer, Willis 
Noes:  None 
Abstain:  None 

Staff Report 18-328 
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Absent:  None 
 
REGULAR CALENDAR 
 
The Retirement Board May Discuss and Take Action on the Following: 

 
E. Investment Performance, Rebalancing and Asset Allocation 

F. UBS Presentation on Labor Situation and UNITEHERE 

Mia Dennis (Client Relations), Steve Kapiloff (General Counel) , and Brent Hall (on the phone, asset 
manager of the Baltimore Marriott) from UBS Realty joined the meeting, as well as Michael 
Pineschi and Alex Dame from UNITEHERE.  Chair Lewis asked that UBS update the Board on the 
Labor Situation at the Baltimore Marriott and the negotiations between Marriott and UNITEHERE.  
UBS responded by saying they have told Marriott that they should negotiate with the Union and 
come to an agreement that is best for all parties involved.  Chair Lewis asked UNITEHERE to tell 
their side of the negotiation process.  UNITEHERE responded by saying that they have not come to 
an agreement with Marriott, and have given Marriott a counter proposal and suggestions about the 
private election agreement, but have not heard back on that proposal.  The issue of how the 
Baltimore Marriott labor issue ties into the national labor issue between UNITEHERE and Marriott 
was discussed. Michael Pineschi said he believes the Baltimore issue of a private election agreement 
can be solved as a separate issue and does not need to be resolved with the national issues that 
UNITEHERE and Marriott are discussing. 
 
Alex Dame, who is a banquet server at the Baltimore Waterfront Marriott and a member of 
UNITEHERE, spoke of being suspended for allegedly falsifying a time card according to her 
manager.  She said Marriott had video of her and used this video to attempt to show that she had 
falsified her time card. She is on the front lines fighting for a fair process for the workers at the 
Baltimore Waterfront Marriott.  She stated that Marriott is retaliating against her for her union 
activities.  Steve Kapiloff from UBS said that UBS does not support any retaliation against 
employees for union activity.   
 
Chair Lewis asked UBS to ask Marriott specific questions: 1. When was the last discussion between 
Marriott and UNITEHERE and did Marriott make any specific proposal or counter proposal to 
UNITEHERE’s proposal of a card check?  2.  Given UBS’s desire for the Baltimore Waterfront 
Marriott labor situation to be resolved, is Marriott willing to agree to a fair election process with 
Baltimore Marriott now? 3. Will UBS convey to Marriott their concern regarding any retaliatory 
actions against employees?  
 

G. Investment Portfolio Presentation by Franklin/Templeton 

Hugo stated that the fund has had an investment in the current Franklin/Templeton Fund since 1992.    
Carolyn explained that this international developed market fund has a significant percentage of its 
assets invested in emerging markets.  She also stated that they had some staff turnover at the highest 
levels; however, their research staff has been steady. 
 
The performance of the fund has trailed the MSCI EAFE index in recent times but has outperformed 
the value component of that index. 
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The Board took a break from 10:06 a.m. to 10:15 a.m. 
 
Bill Deakyne and Matthew Nagle from Franklin Templeton joined the meeting.  Matthew told the 
Board that Franklin Templeton acquired a new company, Edinburgh Partners, which was owned by 
Dr. Sandy Nairn.  Dr. Nairn has been hired as the new Chairman and did a large study on the whole 
team to explore where the team could improve.  Matthew mentioned that there are minor changes to 
the team, but no changes to investment philosophy. 
 
Matthew stated that value stocks have historically outperformed growth stocks over time but we 
have not seen that trend in the last 10 years.  Mathew continued that the recent past is the longest 
that value stocks have underperformed growth stocks.  He explained that often a catalyst is needed to 
move the pendulum towards value stocks and he thinks the increase in interest rates could be a 
catalyst to reverse the recent trend.  The Board asked questions pertaining to the value and growth 
component of the markets and how Franklin uses emerging markets in the portfolio.     

 
H. Additional Investec Information 

Hugo addressed the question of what percentage of currency investments made by Investec are not 
made to hedge the currency risk of the portfolio.  He mentioned that he thought the best way to 
proceed was to have Investec present the figures at an upcoming meeting.  He mentioned that the 
Investec portfolio is complex and that the use of hedges to mitigate currency risk and other 
transactions to attempt to benefit from the movement of currencies would best be explained by 
Investec. He thought the presentation should begin with an overview of currency risk in an emerging 
market debt portfolio and how Investec invests to both mitigate currency risk and benefit from 
currency movement.  The Board wanted to make sure that Investec addressed the specific question 
of what percentage of the portfolio was in currency trades that were not undertaken to mitigate 
currency risk. After some discussion the Board agreed to ask Investec to make a presentation at the 
next meeting. 
 

I. NEPC Work Plan for 2018 and Calendar 

Carolyn mentioned that she will have the quarterly performance report and Investec for November.  
She stated that the asset/liability modeling study will be moved to February 2019.  Member Riemer 
suggested having a discussion about administrative procedures in a month where there are no 
presentations by an investment manager.  Hugo thought this was a good idea. 
 

J. Department Staffing Update 

Hugo informed the Board that Thuie Tran has joined the department temporarily from Human 
Resources.  He reviewed the two major issues to discuss today: extending the Robert Half contract 
and hiring for the Administrator position.   
 

K. Draft Memo on Robert Half Contract to the District Board 

Hugo discussed the importance of having the Robert Half employee continue to do work for the 
Department beyond the end of the year (when the current contract extension expires).  He mentioned 
that even if someone is hired for the Administrator position in the next month, he thinks it is crucial 
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to keep Curtis here to train the new employee.  Hugo summarized the draft memo to the District 
Board.  Director Peeples said that the memo on the Robert Half contract and the difficulty in hiring 
for the Administrator position needs to be substantially rewritten.  Director Peeples suggested that 
Hugo needs to add to the memo and run through the hiring efforts already taken, making clear that 
200 resumes have already been looked at, how many candidates were given Excel tests, how many 
candidates were interviewed and why a candidate was not selected.  He also suggested that Hugo 
describe why he thinks it is crucial for the candidate to have extensive Excel experience.  Member 
Riemer asked Hugo how delaying the memo to the District Board would impact him.  Hugo 
responded by saying that he would have less time to figure out what to do if the District Board said 
no to the extension.  If they say no at the October meeting, he would have more time to come up 
with a plan than if they said no at the November meeting.  He agreed that it was more important to 
incorporate the changes into the memo that had been suggested.  Russ mentioned that possibly the 
Retirement Board should do some contingency planning at a later meeting by listing out all of the 
duties and prioritizing them.  It was decided that the Hugo would made changes to the memo and 
then send the updated memo to the Board Chair and Vice-Chair before sending it to the District 
Board. 
 
The Board took a lunch break from 11:41 a.m. to 11:55 a.m. 
 

L. Update on Hiring for Retirement System Administrator 

Hugo stated that the District General Counsel is looking into whether he has been overly “fussy” in 
hiring for the Administrator position.  Hugo explained that the General Counsel will be looking at all 
of the resumes of the individuals who applied for the Administrator position.  He also mentioned that 
the General Counsel has mentioned to him that she does not agree with his assessment of the need 
for advanced Excel skills and that she thinks a candidate can learn Excel.  Hugo reported that he 
thinks it is crucial for the candidate to have extensive experience with a fairly high level of Excel.  
Chair Lewis mentioned the he would like to see the job description for the Administrator position.  
Hugo mentioned that he is unsure of when the upgrade from a Grade 8 to Grade 9 will be going to 
the District Board for approval. 
 

M. PEPRA Implementation Update 

Hugo reported we are still working on this, but this implementation has not been completed as a 
result of other projects needing to be completed. 
 

N. Update on Benefit Statements 

Hugo reported that next month he will discuss with the Board the issue of employees who have 
changed union affiliation since 1/1/16, and the impact that this change might have on their Benefit 
Statements.  The Board might instruct staff to prepare a disclaimer for these employees.  Hugo 
reported that Benefits Statements will be back to the office the week of 10/22 and will be sent out 
the following week. 
 

O. Summary Plan Description (SPD) 

Hugo reported that Russ has drafted a disclaimer that will be in the SPD.  He mentioned this will be 
discussed next month in conjunction with the Benefit Statements. 
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P. Paratransit Employees in the Retirement Plan 

Hugo stated that he sent another email to the General Counsel requesting the information on 
Paratransit employees.   
 

Q. Retirement System Manager Report: 

1. Report on CALAPRS Administrative Institute – Hugo spoke with his peers regarding hiring 
and UNITEHERE and other issues concerning California pension plans. 

2. New Employee Orientation Presentation – Hugo would like to have a discussion about what he 
is allowed to say during the new employee orientation presentations. 
 

R. Consider Oral Arguments Concerning Total and Permanent Application for James Cornelious 

Russ reported that he will not be participating in the Closed Session discussion as his participation 
would be a conflict of interest because of Russ’ role as arguing against Mr. Cornelious’s TPD 
Application at the Hearing.  Russ reviewed the role the Board will take in considering Mr. 
Cornelious’s Total and Permanent Application.  He explained that the Board should consider 
medical reports and Mr. Cornelious’s testimony.  He said if the Board had questions when they were 
in Closed Session the Board could temporarily end the Closed Session and call Russ and Mr. 
Cornelious into the meeting for an Open Session discussion. 
 
Russ went over the different medical reports pertaining to Mr. Cornelious’s disability application.  
The first report is Orthopedic Surgeon Dr. Lavorgna who was the evaluator for Mr. Cornelious’s 
worker’s compensation case.  In his report, Dr. Lavorgna gave numerous work restrictions for Mr. 
Cornelious.  Russ outlined the medical report from Dr. Chan, who is a treating physician for Mr. 
Cornelious.  Dr. Chan filled out the truncated medical form provided by Retirement Staff, and in his 
first report, issued in 2016, marked the box that said Mr. Cornelious is not allowed to work any jobs.  
In May 2017, Dr. Chan changed his report to the opposite conclusion after Staff contacted him.  
Russ clarified that it is standard procedure for staff to talk to a doctor. Staff contacts the doctor to 
speak to them about the retirement plan to make sure they understand the plan’s unique standard.  
Russ reported that Dr. Aubry Swartz, who is our doctor, said that Mr. Cornelious has several work 
restrictions but is able to do some jobs. The jobs he could perform included sedentary jobs such as a 
security officer or a parking attendant or clerical work that involved very little movement. 
 
Mr. Cornelious gave his testimony to the Board about his pain and the difficulty performing tasks 
that were once easy to do but now are difficult because of his pain.  Due to Mr. Cornelious’s back 
pain and back spasms, he takes medication that makes him drowsy.  Chair Lewis asked Mr. 
Cornelious about his other medications and their side effects.  Mr. Cornelious went over his 
medications with the Board.  Vice Chair Williams wanted Mr. Cornelious to talk about his work 
history.  Mr. Cornelious stated that he did a little bit of everything in his career, from sales to 
driving.  Member Riemer asked Mr. Cornelious about trying to find a job and the idea that back pain 
would prevent someone from wanting to go and find a job.  Mr. Cornelious agreed with Member 
Riemer that when asked this question at the Hearing, he said he did not go out to find a job because 
he felt like the less he did, the better he felt. 
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Russ clarified that the Board has three choices: to approve the application for a Total and Permanent 
Disability, to reject the application or to ask for more information.  The Board went into Closed 
Session without Russ or Mr. Cornelious. 

 
S. Closed Session 

T. Resume Open Session 
 
Hugo Wildmann reported on Closed Session with respect to item S-2-a-1.  The Board unanimously 
approved Mr. Cornelious’ TPD retirement retroactive to March 2016. 

 
Jeff would like to put on the agenda a discussion about staff speaking with the applicant’s physician 
regarding their disability. 
 
MOTION: WILLIS/WILLIAMS to adjourn. (5-0-0-0) 
 
The meeting adjourned at 1:11 p.m. 


